The Sherwood Psychotherapy Training Institute

Cookie Policy
Our website uses cookies which are stored on your browser. You can usually modify your
browser settings to prevent this happening. However, by disabling cookies, or certain
types of cookie, you may hinder your user experience on this and other websites, or
prevent them from working entirely.
Some cookies used on this website are essential in order to enable you to move around
the website and use its features, such as accessing secure areas of the website. Without
these cookies, services you have asked for, such as watching a video, may not be
provided.
Some cookies used on this website collect information about how visitors use a website,
for instance which pages visitors go to most often, and if they get error messages from
web pages.
These cookies don't collect information that identifies a visitor. All information these
cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. It is only used to improve how a
website works.
Some cookies used on this website allow the website to remember choices you make
(such as your user name, language or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more
personal features.
These cookies can also be used to remember changes you have made to text size, fonts
and other parts of web pages that you can customise. They may also be used to provide
services you have asked for such as watching a video or commenting on a blog. The
information these cookies collect may be anonymised and they cannot track your browsing
activity on other websites.
Cookies may also be used to improve the user experience and to enable some of the
functionality provided by this website.
Please note that some cookies may be placed by third party service providers who perform
some of these functions (or other services) for us. Cookies are used on this website for the
following third party services: Google Analytics and Google Maps Some of these services
may be used to track your behaviour on other websites and we have no control over this.
By continuing to use this website without adjusting your browser's cookie settings, you
agree that we can place these cookies on your device.
As is true with most websites, our server will automatically log data regarding each visit
such as your IP address, browser type, referring/exit pages, and operating system. We
may use this information to monitor server errors, server administration or to monitor visitor
behaviour. It is not possible for this to be disabled on a per-user basis so you must leave
this website (and the internet entirely) if you do not agree to this happening.
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